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method to check the sign of the shifts is to add
the shift adjustment algebraically to the gage
height of the measurement and enter the rating
table at the adjusted gage height; if the rating
discharge at that point equals the measured discharge, the shift has been computed correctly.
If the percent differences are reasonably well
balanced (about as many plus as minus) and the
shift adjustments are satisfactory, the rating
may be considered final and ready for use in
computing the record. The hydrographers responsible for analyzing and checking the rating
should initial the table in the space provided.
Compare the high-water part of the new rating
to the prior rating to check the need for revising
past records.

Master curve sheets
A master curve sheet, usually hand drawn
and neatly lettered in ink on a standard form, is
used for the permanent record and to make
copies for field and office use. A variety of
standard forms is available, large and small,
logarithmic or rectangular, and combination
log-rectangular. Some forms are reverse printed
for ease of erasing and for superior diazo copies.
Others are front printed for the best electro
static reproduction. Figure 13 illustrates one
type of master curve sheet, prepared from the
figure 11 worksheet and plotted on a combination sheet (standard form 9-279-S or P). Note
that the use of a 1.0~ft gageheight scale offset
instead of the 1.2~ft offset used in the descriptor
makes the plotting simpler. However, this
change makes the curve segments between the
descriptor coordinate points bend slightly. The
curvature is not apparent in the parts of the
rating above 10 ft% in figure 13 but would
cause scalloping at lower flows if the 1.0~ft scale
offset were used on the worksheet.
Select an appropriate standard form for the
master sheet, no larger than necessary to illustrate the rating. Logarithmic sheets are best for
narrow-range ratings, and combination log
rectangular sheets are usually preferable for
ratings that extend down to zero flow. With a
combination sheet, a log scale different from the
one on the worksheet can be used for best place
ment of the main curve on the sheet and for
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scale simplicity. Some hydrographers prefer to
use the normal log scales for all curves which, if
used, should be prominently titled “Gage
height, in feet-(offset) feet.”
Choose the scales for the rectangular portion
of a combination sheet to provide some overlap
with the log curve and to insure that each principal grid division is a multiple of 1, 2, or 5 and
not 2.5 or 4. A scale that permits GZF to be
plotted is desirable.
Plot all measurements made during the water
year, others that were used to define the rating,
and ah high-water measurements ever made at
the site, Such drafting details as circle size, flag
angle and length, and marginal informalion are
matters of district or personal preferenoe. Each
measurement may be plotted only once when a
log-rectangular combination sheet is used, using the log plot for measurements that fit and
the rectangular plot for the rest. Additional
measurement plotting on the rectangular part
of the sheet is optional.
The part of the highest rating ever used for a
published record at the station, that extends
above the current rating, should be plotted as a
dashed line to indicate the relation of the current curve to previous ratings. If a special highwater rating was prepared for flood-forrxasting
use by another agency, plot its curve with a distinctive line to indicate any need for updating as
additional high-water measurements become
available.
Identify each curve with its table number,
and list the tables and their dates of use for final
records (not primary computations). Tabulate
the information concerning years, measurement
numbers, and extremes in the spaces provided
so that the criteria for omitting measurements
from the plot is clear.

IManual Computation of
Gage-Height Recorld
The computation of the gageheight record
from a digital recorder is incidental to the automatic discharge record computation by an ADP
program, and its discussion is included under
“Computation of Discharge Record.” Gage
height record computation is a separate step in
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the manual processing of graphic-recorder and
nonrecording gages and is described in this
section.

Graphic recorders
The strip charts (fig. 6) are removed
periodically from the graphic recorder and
brought to the office for processing. Examine
them for abnormalities. Compare the end of
each chart segment with the start of the next
segment for agreement with each other and
with the discharge measurement notes. Sudden
rises or falls, unless caused by local rain, should
not ocucur except on a regulated stream. Sudden vertical jumps may denote clock stoppage,
bubblegage orifice movement or blockage, or
unplugging of the intakes. Horizontal traces
show possible intake blockage, dead batteries,
electrical problems, or a bubblegage orifice out
of water. Vertical jumps or horizontal traces
may also indicate faulty recorder action. If any
suspicious periods are apparent, check the field
notes to see if field personnel have noted an abnormal condition. Sometimes it is necessary to
compare the chart with one from a nearby station to judge the reasonability of an odd-looking
trace.
All notes and computations on the recorder
chart must be neat, legible, aligned, and
thoughtfully placed in soft black penciI to
facilitate their interpretation and checking. No
writing should obscure the pen trace or the re
versal checks.
Dating recorder charts
Date the recorder charts by numbering each
day prominently below the lower baseline of the
chart on the noon line. Show the month and
year on the first and last day of each month and
on about every fifth day in between. Be sure the
dates and gage heights on the discharge measurements agree with those on the recorder
l%COd.

Pen corrections for time
Determine and apply time corrections where
necessary. Make a note on the chart at each in-
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spection stating whether the pen-reading‘ was
correct or how slow or fast it was at that point.
Inspect the record carefulIy where time corrections are large or erratic to be sure the clock has
not stopped and restarted. Apply the time corrections to the nearest hour. Prorate corrections
on a straight-line basis between gage inspections. A graphic method of distributing corrections is shown in figure 14. Simple mental arithmetic is the most rapid method for distributing
small adjustments. Draw a short, heavy vertical liie on the chart to indicate each adjusted
miti,ght line, making sure to apply the corrections in the correct direction-ahead of the
printed line if the pen is fast and behind it if the
pen is slow. If there has been practically no
range of stage during the period, small time corrections may be ignored as they would have no
effect upon the figures of mean daily gage
height computed from the graph.

Pen corrections for gage height
Determine the gageheight corrections to the
recorder trace next. These are derived from any
differences between readings of the recorder pen
and the principal gage at inspections after any
datum or gage height corrections to tihe principal gage have been applied. The corrections
will usually be distributed according to time in
essentially the same manner as time corrections
and will be applied to figures of gage heightobtained from the graph, whether instantaneous
readings or mean figures for part or alI of a day.
An error in setting the pen at the start of a strip
of chart will ordinarily be constant throughout
the length of the strip: however, the to&al error
may be increased or decreased b$ other factors.
It is sometimes necessary t43correct recorder
charts for reversal errors; that is, when the pen
reverses either past the margin line or short of
it. F&versal errors are caused by severi things,
such as expansion or contra&on of the chart
paper, lateral travel of the chart, incorrect setting of the pen, or mechanical error due to wear
or maladjustment of the recorder. Most of these
causes can be minimized by’ careful main&
nance and servicing of the recorder, but paper
expansion is a special problem related to humidity in the gage shelter. The s&p-chart gradua-
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of pen corm&one from graph plotted on recorder chart.

1 :in wide when printed, 9.95 in wide
in an extremely dry environment, and 10.4 in
wide when the paper is completely saturated.
The recorder is calibrated for a 10.00-m grid and
with a perforated tape or beaded cable and
splined-float wheel reverses at stages exactly
5 ft apart (10 ft apart for 1:12 ratio recorders).
Reversal corrections less than 0.03 ft are normally disregarded. Larger corrections are applied to the pen readings at reversals and are
prorated with stage for application to intermediate pen readings. Reversal errors are
usually combined with other errors and without
additional information are extremely difficult to
correct. A step-reversal check, made in the field
when a new strip of chart is started and again
when it is removed, leaves steps whose true
gage heights are known on the chart’s ends.
This information makes it possible to apply
reversal corrections rapidly and accurately. Figure 15 illustrates a completed recorder chart affected seriously by reversal error and slightly
by lateral paper travel. The step-reversal check
lines at both ends of the chart strip were used to
define the stage-graduated gage-height corrections applied to the recorder pen trace.

Computing

t t t--i -’

mean daily gage heights

After the recorder chart has been dated and
corrected, the mean daily gage heights and any

other gageheight data required may be computed. Most mean daily gage heights are de
termined graphically by using a thin, rectangular guide made of transparent plastic
about 2 by 8 in in size, through the middle of
one side of which has been scribed a visible
straight line parallel to the long edge. A pencilpoint size hole at the center of the line is an
added convenience. The plastic guide is placed
over a 24-h segment of the recorder chart and
moved into a position with the straight line
approximately over the pen trace, so that all
areas lying above the straight line and below
the graph are equal to all areas lying below the
straight line and above the graph. When the
areas are thus balanced, the point at which the
straight line intersects the noon line represents
the uncorrected mean daily gage height. An example of this graphical method of determining
mean daily gage height is shown for April 8,
1981, in figure

15.

List the figure of mean daily gage height thus
determined on the noon line for that day, be
tween 1 and 2 in above the base line. If a pen
correction for gage height is applicable, enter it
just below the uncorrected gage height, add or
subtract the correction, and writs the corrected
gage height immediately below.
It is imperative that the recorder chart be adjusted with reference to the principal gage, the
gage used for determining mean gage heights
for the discharge measurements. Otherwise, it
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and discharge computations on graphic-recorder chart.

would be possible for large errors to enter into
the computation of discharge. The inside floattype gage that drives the recorder is normshy
used as the principal gage for all graphicrecorder gage-height computations.

lower end of the rating table and obsave the

corresponding discharge. Then, by trial and
error, determine the distance, in feet, equally in
each direction that it is possible to move
without the average of the two corresponding

discharges differing by more than 4 percent
from the discharge at the selected gage height.
Allowable range in stage
The relation of discharge to gage height is
nonlinear. The discharge corresponding to the
mean gage height for a day of widely ranging
stage is more or less than the actual discharge.
If the rating curve is concave downward on rectangular paper, the mean gage height applied to
it will be too low. The reverse is true for any concave upward parts of rectangularly plotted
ratings.
The usual practice is to subdivide the daily
gageheight graph wherever the error in the
mean daily discharge produced by not subdividing would exceed 4 percent. An allowable rangein-stage table is used to determine the need for
subdivision. One method of computing an
allowable range-in-stage table from a rating
table is first to select a gage height near the

The difference between the latter bv~o gage
heights represents the allowable range of stage
before subdivision is necessary. Repeat the
process for as many stages as are necessary to
develop a suitable table. This method was used
to compute the allowablerange table in figure
17 from the rating table in figure 16.
Where shift adjustments are used, the adjusted gage heights are applied to the range
table. A range table prepared from one rating
can be used with a different rating as long as

both lnavegenerally similar shapes and the discharges being computed are not extremely low.
Subdivided days
when a day is subdivided, it becomes neces-

sary to determine mean gage heights for periods
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FIGURE 15.-Gege-height and discharge computationa on graphic-recorder chart-Continued.

of less than 24 hours, and to combine the
several figures of gage height and corresponding discharge arithmeticahy to obtain
mean daily values. Two methods, both de
scribed in this section, are used: mean interval
subdivision and midinterval or flood subdivision. Where sediment or chemicalquality computations are included, the variations in those
constituents must be considered, in addition to
rating curvature, for the selection of subdivision
iIllX?IWilS.

In selecting intervals to use when subdividing
gageheight graphs, a good method is to start at
the lowest point on the graph and move upward
as far as the allowablerise table wilI permit. The
length of the period can usually be rounded upward to the nearest hour lines. The periods
should be in multiples of 2.3, or 4-hours insofar
as possible to simplify the arithmetic.
Computation of daily mean gage heights for
subdivided days is optional but does provide
a convenient means of checking discharge computations for gross errors and adequate
subdivision.

Mean interval subdivision

When the mean gage height for an interval is
determined graphically by averaging areas, the
subdivision is known as the mean interval
method. The mean gage heights for parts of
days adjusted for corrections and shifts are
applied to the rating table and the daily mean
discharge is computed from the timeweighted
values of those discharges. The method is illustrated for April 9, 1981, on the sample gageheight chart (fig. 15). Mean discharges computed by this method, using a range table to
select the interval, are usually about 2-4 percent less than the true discharge unless the
rating curve on rectangular paper bends upward within the stage range and causes the
computed discharge to be greater than the true
discharge.
With experience, the need for subdivision can
sometimes be judged without a range table by
considering the shape of the rating curve and
the character of the recorder chart. Many rating
curves have considerable curvature at the lower
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table corresponding

end; when sharp rises occur at times of low flow,
even though the range in stage may not be
large, the subdivided discharge may be several
times the discharge obtained from the daily
mean gage height. If a range table is not used,
the daily mean gage heights should be computed to compare the subdivided and unsubdivided discharge to monitor the hydrographer’s
judgment.
Subdivision is merely manual integration.
Mechanical integrators and electronic digitizers
have been developed to compute the discharge
for stations having large and frequent fluctuations in stage such as for those stations below
power plants. However, digital recorders are
usually more practical than graphic recorders
for stations that require unusually frequent
subdivision.
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Midinterval subdivision

An alternate way to subdivide a day is to list
the time and gage height at the start and end of
the day and at enough intermediate times to
define the variations in stage adequately. The
gageheight change between intervals should be
within the allowablerange table limits. The
method is called “midinterval subdivision”
because of the way daily values are computed.
The listed value for each time is considered constant during the period starting halfway be
tween the listed and previous listed times and
ending halfway between the listed and subse
quent listed times. This is the same ‘concept
used to compute discharge measurement sub
section widths. Midinterval subdivision computations are laborious, especially with unequal
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intervals or points between whole hours, but a
programmable calculator can simplify the work.
The sample chart (fig. 15) illustrates midinterval subdivision for May 3-7, 1981. Some hydrographers prefer to list the subdivision computations on separate sheets to avoid clutter on
the recorder charts.
Flood reports and other special studies contain flow data in the midinterval-subdivision
format. The computed daily figures for the
special report, usually prepared after the annual
report has been published, should agree exactly
with the daily figures in the annual report but
rarely do unless the same subdivisions were
used for both. Some cooperating agencies
specify midinterval subdivision for all periods
of substantial flooding to avoid such discrepancies in their reports. Some hydrographers prefer
the midinterval method for all subdivision
despite its shortcomings for small short rises
where numerous irregular time increments
must be used. One common practice is to use
midinterval subdivision for all high-water
periods that contain a peak above a chosen base
discharge and to use the simpler mean interval
method for smaller rises.
Gage-height record checking
After a recorder chart is computed, each of
the steps must be carefully checked. When the
mean daily gage heights are computed on
recorder charts, one unconsciously tends to concentrate primarily on the hundredth of a foot
and gives somewhat less attention to the larger
graduations. This results in fairly frequent
mistakes of feet, half feet, and tenths. The
primary duty of the checker should be to give
particular attention to the large units and
somewhat less attention to the hundredths. Ap
proximately half of a checker’s time can be
saved by concentrating on the large units,
because for many days this type of check can be
made without using the plastic straight&e
device. This procedure is not a lowering of accuracy standards but is actually a step toward
better accuracy-with an attendant saving in
time.
Accordingly,
except for certain special
studies or stations with extremely flat ratings,
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changes to mean daily gage heights by the
checker are limited to 0.02 fi or more. Changes
of 0.01 ft are not generaIly made because they
ahnost invariably produce insignificant changes
in discharge. There are times when there is
justification for making a change of 0.01 ft; for
example, if it is obvious that there was no
change in discharge from one day to the next,
but the computed daily gage height indicates a
jog that did not occur. In other words, it is importan t to make those small changes if by so doing the daily gage heights are made to indicate
the day-today trend.
Checking is done using a colored pencil to
lmake ;asmall dot after each checked figure or,
after erasing an incorrect one, to replace it with
a neat figure in the same space.
The following questions pertain to areas
where errors of computation most often appear:
(1) Were the “end of period” notes recorded
Iproperly? (2) Were indicated gage-height, pen,
and datum corrections applied? Were they aplplied with the right sign? (3) Was the time correction~
applied? Was it applied in the right
direction? (If time is slow, the line is in back of
the midnight line; if time fast, it is ahead.) (4)
.Werecorrections for reversal and mechanical errors applied properly? (5) Were the periods of
reversal checked? (It is easy to compute a gage
height as 4.80 (before reversal) when it should
he 5.20 (after reversal).) (6) Was the mean gage
height recorded to the correct foot, half foot, or
tenth? (7) (Check this whenever any period of
chart record looks suspicious.) Was a correct appraisal of the recorder operation used in the
computation? Remember, the checker assumes
all responsibility for the accuracy of the record.
The checker’s initial and the date are placed
near the end of each chart segment.

a

Notes for station analysis
No@ to be included later in the “station
analysis” should be written at this time. (See
“Station Analysis” section.) Any changes in
location or equipment should be described in the
paragraph headed “Equipment.” All irregularities in the gageheight record, such as clock
stoppage or faulty-intake action, should be discussed and listed by dates in the “Gageheight
record.” paragraph.
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Nonrecording gages

Computing daily mean gage heights

The observer records the gage readings,
generally twice daily, in a quarterly book (one
page is illustrated in figure 18) usually kept at
the gage. Each week the observer copies the
past week’s readings on a special card and sends
it to the field office. At the time of each visit,
the hydrographer determines the stages of highwater marks left on the streambanks or re
corded on a crest-stage gage, enters the readings made for discharge measurements in the
book, and, preferably with the observer’s help,
determines the date of peak stages since the last
inspection and reconciles any inconsistent
readings. Examine the books for any abnormalities left unresolved in the field.

Enter the corrections previously listed for inelusion in the station analysis in the spaces provided in the gage books at the bottom of each
left page. Compute the average of the morning
and afternoon readings for days of little change
in stage and enter them in the book under
“Obs.” Add the applicable correction, if any, to
the average figure and enter the result in the
book under “Corr.”
Draw a stage hydrograph on a piece of
graphic recorder chart for all high-water periods
and other days when the mean of the two readings would not be a reasonable approximation
of the daily mean. Use the same time and gage
height scales for all flood period graphs so that

GAGEHEIGHTSMIR WEEKRNDINGSATURDAY,
_________________
___________________________
!:y---: --------------,
N?!..
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a flood-stage hydrograph template similar to
the one in figure 19 can be used to shape the
graph. The template is made on recorder chart
paper by tracing the shapes of previous floodstage hydrographs that were well defined by
gage readings. Given the observer’s readings
and the peak stage, plotted on chart paper, and
with the template under the paper as a shaping
guide, the best possible graph of the data can be
drawn. Be sure to include the last previous lowwater day on the graph.
Subdivision of days is identical to that for
graphic-recorder stations, using an allowablerange table and midinterval subdivision. Figure
20 illustrates a typical graph and subdivisions.
All computations and plotting are checked in
the same manner as graphic chart work. After
checking, the gage-height graphs may be folded
and taped into the gagereading books for
storage.
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Copying gage heights on form 9-192a
Form 9-,192a (fig. 21) is the basic computation sheet for stations whose discharge records
are computed manually. A similar form 9-192b
with extra columns for additional rating factors
(fall, rate of change, and shift) is sometimes
used. The form is often distributed to fill re
quests for data so it is carefully aligned and leb
tered in India ink for o&d reproduction. The
original is kept in the files as the official record,
and future revisions to the published record will
be noted on the original form 9-192a
Fill in the headings in the spaces provided.
Copy the daily mean gage heights from the
recorder charts or gage books. If the mean gage
lheight for a subdivided day was computed, list
the figure with a lower case “s” at the left edge
of the discharge column. If no mean gage height
was computed, show an “s” in the center of the
gageheight column.
Heavy black lines are used to indicate certain
conditions. A line across the gage-height colmm indicates the date of a change in datum or
location. A line across the discharge column
shows the date of a rating change. A vertical
line between the gageheight and discharge column signifies that the discharge was computed
by a method other than the application of a
rating to the gage height.
Check the above work. The copier’s work and
the checker’s work are initialed and dated in the
appropriate boxes. The form is then ready for
the next step.

Computation of
Discharge Record

FIGURE 19.-Template

for shaping nonrecording-gage
PP~.

Discharge records are computed by applying
the gageheight record, with adjustments where
the shifting-control method is used, to the applicable discharge rating. This computation is
made for each instantaneous gage height from a
digital recorder. For a graphic recorder or nonrecording gage, only one computation is made
for each day or interval of a subdivided day.
Form 9-192a is the worksheet for manual computations, and a special computer printout, the
primary computation sheet, is its equivalent for
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Figure PO.--Computed ncmrecordjng-gage graph.

for ADP records. Discharge for periods of ice effect, missing gageheight record, or variable
backwater is estimated or computed by using
special methods.
The discharge computation for ordinary periods of record is a mechanical process except for
distributing the shift adjustments. These adjustments tend to vary with tune, stage, or both
simultaneously, and different methods have been
developed to distribute them under nearly all
rating situations. After the distribution computations described in the next paragraphs have

been made, the daily shift adjustments for
graphic and nonrecording stations are listed on
form 9-192a for nonsubdivided days (fig. 21).
and thoee for subdivided day intervals are usually entered on the recorder charts (fig. 15) or
gageheight graphs (fig. 20). The WATSTORE
User’s Guide contains instructions for entering
manually distributed shift adjustments into the
ADP system or for providing for various auto
matic shift distributions (constant, time varied,
stage varied, or simultaneous tune and stage
varied) between the measurementdefined shifts.
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The basic operations for the shiftingcontrol
method are essentially the same for ADP or
manual computations.

Distribution of shift adjustments
The shift adjustments, if any, that apply at
the times of discharge measurements were computed previously and listed tentatively on form
9-207 (fig. 10). The shift adjustments that
apply during the periods between the measure
ments must be interpolated by an appropriate
method before the discharge records can be
computed. The method used will depend on the
hydrographer’s judgment considering the
nature of the shifting, the frequency of measurements, and the type of channel and control.
Small shifts that change gradually may be
distributed satisfactorily by inspection using
mental interpolation. Larger shifts, whose variations are adequately defined by discharge
measurements, warrant a more rigorous analysis with some form of graphic shiftadjustment-variation diagram. The accuracy of
discharge records computed from a rating with
large and erratic shifts depends to a great
extent on the frequency of discharge measure
merits, and particularly unstable streams may
need weekly or even daily measurements to de
fine the day-today shift-adjustment variation.
The shift-adjustment
variation between
discharge measurements of unstable channels
may be too great for the usual interpolation
methods and a special technique may be needed.
One procedure involves varying the shifts
smoothly between the measurement-defined
values until a smooth dailydischarge hydra
graph (see “Discharge Hydrographs” section)
that follows the trends indicated by the
discharge measurements is obtained. A streamflow record should be computed from the data
collected at the site, and, except for estimated
portions, be free from the influence of other
streamflow records. For this reason the use of
records for other stations to distribute shift
adjustments is normally avoided. If shift
adjustments interpolated to produce a smooth
hydrograph are above or below the range of
adjustments indicated by the two adjacent dis-
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charge measurements, the discharge records for
that period should be considered as estimated
rather than computed and their accuracy rating
downgraded accordingly.
Shift-adjustment variation diagrams
A shift-adjustment variation diagram (V
diagram), a graph of the relation between shift
adjustment and either time or stage, is commonly used to interpolate shift adjustments
between measurement-defined values. The
Vdiagram shifts can be graduated with time,
stage, or time and stage simultaneously either
manually or as part of the ADP primary or up
date procedures.
When a low-water control is scoured or filled
or affected by backwater from leaves, debris, or
aqueous growth, the corresponding rating shift
is greatest at low water and normally tapers to
zero at some higher stage. This is called a stage
variable shift. If the channel is alluvial and its
bed is raised and lowered by sediment being
picked up or deposited, the shift variation with
stage may be negligible compared to its variation with time, and the shifts are called “time
variable.” Most streams have shifts that must
be graduated with stage while the stage graduation is changing with time.
Timevariable-shift distribution can be made
manually by using a V diagram, similar to the
one in fQure 22, where measurementdefined
shifts are plotted and curvihnear interpolations
are made visually. The corresponding ADP
process prorates the shift adjustments linearly
between measurement-defined points, but arbitrary data points may be used to obtain other
distributions.
Stagevariableshift distribution can be made
by using V diagrams similar to those in figure
23. Each diagram involves a baserating curve
(the numbered rating in effect at the time); a
shift-rating curve (a rating curve drawn to fit
the measurements that define the shift, usually
only on the rating workcurve sheet); and the V
diagram (the gageheight differences between
the base curve and shift curve, plotted against
stage). The shift curve should normally be
drawn first with the same consideration given
to its shape as would be given to a numbered
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A stage-variable V diagram may be expanded,
contrackd, or reversed (mirror image), and the
change in shape may be graduated with time.
The pracess can be done manually or automatically to distribute shift adjustments with
respect to time and stage simultaneously.
Shift adjustments varied with time only

t

Plotted

by ..___._.___...

FIGURE 22.-Time-s~variation

Checkad

by .__. .__.

diagram

ing bdrograph.

Figure 22 illustrates a timeshift V diagram
plotted below the corresponding daily hydra
graph. The type of shift illustrated varies only
with time, but the variation is faster at high
stages than at low stages. The shift-distribution
process requires a hydrograph or readable gage
height record as a guide for the shift distribution, so its greatest use is for manually computing records or updating of ADP records.
To use the process (1) plot the measurementdefined shifts on the days of measurements by
using a convenient improvised shift scale; (2)
conneclt the plotted points with a smooth curve
so that no interpolated daily shift is above or
below the range of the adjacent measurementclefinedl shifts; (3) apply the shift8 from the V
diagram to the daily mean gage heights (or
equivallent gage heights for ADP records) and
plot the computed discharges on the hydra
graph; (4) look for anomalies in the hydrograph
such a3 odd-looking rises or recessions or rising
hydrogFaphs dluring falling-stage periods and
modify the V diagram to correct them; and, (5)
for ADP records, enter the resulting V-&gram
:3hift d.ata in the update program described in
the WATSTORE User’s Guide (vol. 1). These
.____ Data...
_________
shifts will be applied to equivalent gage heights
stored in the Daily Values File and used with
,the appropriate rating to compute the updated
with correspondmean daily discharges.

rating. The V diagram is best defined by drawing its corresponding shift curve first. The V
diagrams of the type in figure 23A, for relatively small shifts, may be defined directly from
measurementdefined shift3 without drawing a
shift curve, but this process is not recommended with other V-diagram types or for largs
shifts where it could lead to grossly misshapen
equivalent ratings and dubious discharge
rt?COtdS.

Shift adjustments varied with stage only
The use of a stage-varied-shift adjustment is
equivalent t.41drawing a new numbered rating
curve and may be preferable for temporary
rating changes. The principal use for stageshift
diagrams is as one step in the process used for
varying shifts with both stage and time as explained in a subsequent section.
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23 illustrates typical stageshift V
and the relations between their correbase curves and shift curves. The V
for manual application are usually [
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diagram shapes on shift-mwe
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shape.

curved, but the curve must be approximated by
two straight lines for ADP use (in 1982). An
ADP version is defined by six descriptors; three
gage heights called “upper,” “base,” and
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“lower”; and a shift adjustment corresponding
to each of those three gage heights. The figure
23A (manual) V diagram is curved, and the ADP
straight-line approximation of it has the following descriptors: upper, 3.0, -0.10; base, 2.5,
-0.25; and lower, 1.9, -0.25. The upper descriptors could just as well be 3.33, 0.00, which
would describe the same upper line of the
diagram. The V diagrams (manual and ADP)
describe a shift curve 0.25 ft above the base
curve for stages below 2.5 ft that merges with
the base curve at 3.33~ft gage height. The
manual version can be either a graph or a table.
The V diagram in figure 23B describes a shift
curve identical to the base curve at low and high
stages and above it at medium stages. The
V-diagram shapes in figure 23A and 23B, in
positive or negative versions, cover all ordinary
rating situations. The other three shapes in
figure 23 may be needed for unusual rating conditions but probably indicate an improper bm
rating shape.
The gage-height difference between the shift
curve and the base curve at a given stage, used
for V-diagram definition, must be measured
from a point at the given gage height on the
shift curve to a point on the base curve directly
above or below

that

point.

Figure

24 illustrates

the procedure for plotting a point on the shift
curve given the gage height and the magnitude
of the shift adjustment. Measuring from the
point where the base curve intersects the given
gage height is a frequent mistake that results in
a serious error wherever the shift adjustment is
large and the rating is sharply curved.
4

3.55
E
E
.ra
2
x
d

l.NVIISI’IGATIONS

To prepare a stage-shift diagram (l), on the
rating c-e
worksheet, mark the measutx+
ments that define the shift curve and draw the
trial shift cwve based on them; (2) plot the
measurement-defined shift adjustments and the
gageheight differences between the base and
shift curves at several gage heights (Cg. 25), on
a rectangular grid, (3) draw a V diagram considering all of the plotted points, (4), for ADP,
approximate the V diagram wit& two interse&
ing straight lines and list the three coordinate
sets (gage height and shift adjustment as illustrated in figure 23A); (5) replot the shift curve
b-y using the V diagram and, if the shift curve is
poorly shaped, modify the V diagram as necessary to correct it; and (6) determine from the V
diagram the shift adjustment applicable to each
discharge measurement and recompute its per
cent difference if necessary.
The process is illustrated in figure 25. Note
that the tentative shift adjustment listed on
form g-,207 (list of discharge measurements) for
a specific discharge measurement is final only if
tlhe shift curve and V diagram are dram
through that measurement’s plotted points.
The shift curve in figun? 25 averages 42 and 43,
so the originally computed shifts (+0.05 and
--0.07) must be changed to the values from the
1’ diagram (-0.02 and -0.02) that are used to
compute the discharge record. The shift curve
and V diagrams go through the measurement 44
and 45 values, so no revisions to their shift adjustments are necessary on form 9-207.
The coordinates of the finished V diagram are
entered1into the ADP system as described in
the W,4T§TORE User’s Guide. For manually
computed records, the shift adjustments are
taken fi-om the V diagram or table and entered
on form 9-192a or the recorder chart.
Shift adjustments varied with time and stage

3

,4>(2.42,+0.34,

2.42
2

Discharge

FIGURE Sk-Plotting

(ft’/s)

positions of stage-shiftmwhtim
disgram pointa on the shift curve.

One stage-shift V diagram, modified to fit the
day-today shifting caused by changes to the
control, is used to vary the shift distribution
aimulLmeously with time and stage for primary
computations by ADP or, with modifications,
for manually computed records. This procedure
can also be used for updating ADP records if
the ba3e and shift curves are roughly parallel. It
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Date

Gage
height

42
43
44
45

May 7
May 8
June 10
July 7

4.09
4.10
2.30
1.70

Discharge
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257
53.2
9.7

Shift adjustment
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from

%
diff.

Meas.

V-diag.

+0.05
- .07
- .20
- .22

-0.02
- .02
- .20

i4.2
-3.6
--

- .22

--

FIGURE 25.~Development of a stage-shift-variation diagram.

should not be used to correct the effect of an erroneously shaped base rating used for the primary computation. In that event, manual computation of the updated figures or rerunning the
primary computations is necessary.
ADP procedure

The computer program details and the data
input format are explained in the WATSTORE
User’s Guide. The data requirements, in addition to the usual material for a primary or up

date computation, are (1) the descriptors for a
basic V diagram; (2) the dates, gage heights, and
shift adjustments of most of the discharge
measurements with gage heights within the V
diagram range (ice measurements, disregarded
measurements, and measurements outside the
V diagram limits or inside but close to the limits
are not used); and (3) the dates, gage heights,
and shift adjustments of arbitrary data points
(synthetic dischsrgemeasurement data used to
control the timwaried distribution). The prw
gram expands, contracts, or reverses one basic
V diagram to generate a perfectly fitting and
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and very intricate for others. One procedure for
analysis of a typical distribution, suggested for
the first few uses by a hydrographer with
limited experience in rigorous shift distribution,
is illustrati
in figure 26 and outlined as
follows:

proportionally shaped diagram for each day of a
discharge measurement or arbitrary data point.
The V diagrams for the other days are interpolated, linearly with time, between the data
point diagrams and are used to compute sn ap
propriate shift adjustment for each recorded
gage height.
The procedure for distributing time and
stagevariable shifts requires considerable judgment and is relatively simple for some gages

RATING
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l., Develop the base rating by the usual method

and compute the
shift adjustments.

measurementdefined
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2. Use the largest practical rectangular graph
paper worksheet and plot the shift-prone
portion of the baseratiug curve on it. Also,
plot the shift adjustments for the measurements to a suitable scale near the right
margin.
3. Select the most appropriate Vdiagram shape
and the upper, base, and lower gage heights
for the diagram. Base the selections on a
scrutiny of the logarithmic work-curve
sheet of the base rating and knowledge of
the control characteristics of the stream.
4. Plot a trial basic Vdiagram on the rectangu
lar worksheet so that the diagram is outside the greatest shift adjustment and its
base shift is l.O-, 0.5-, or O.l-ft (-0.5 ft in
figure

26).

Draw an intermediate V diagram,
a widened or narrowed version of the basic diagram, through the greatest shift (July 18 in
figure 26). Plot the corresponding shift
curve on the worksheet. If the shiftcurve
shape is unsatisfactory, revise the V diagram gage heights or shape until a satisfactmy shift curve is obtained.
6. Identify any measurements, such as 42 and
43 in figure 26, that are so close to a limit
of the Vdiagram range that an intermediate
diagram drawn through one would be unreasonable at some stages. Draw the most
reasonable intermediate diagram for such a
measurement and note the shift from the
the diagram at the gage height of the measurement (-0.02 ft at 4.10 ft for measurement 43 in figure 26) and also the shift at
the base gage height (-0.20 ft at 2.1 ft in
figure 26). The base gage-height shift will
be used as an arbitrary data point (see step
7), and the shift (-0.02 ft) for the measure
ment gage height will be used on form
9-207 (fig. 10) to compute the measure
merits percent difference.
7. Select arbitrary data points to modify the
linear interpolation of intermediate V diagrams between the times of discharge
measurements if desired. If an arbitrary
data point with the same gage height and
shift as the preceding or following data
point is inserted, the V diagram and shift
curve will be held constant between the two
dates. Assuming that the gageheight
5.

a
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record for the example in figure 26 showed
rises on May 7, July 1, and August 12, arbitrary data points (May 6, 2.63, -0.10;
May 8, 2.3, -0.20; June 30, 2.3, -0.20; July
2, 2.13, -0.30; August 11, 2.13, -0.30;
August 30, 1.70, +O.lO) could be added to
the measurementdefined points. The corresponding shift distribution would be equivalent to using one shift curve for May 1-6,
another for May 7 to June 30, another for
July 1 to August 11, and stiIl another for
August 12-27. This would be the most log
ical shift distribution for a stream with a
gravel control that changes only during
rises. Without the arbitrary points, the
time shift between measurements would be
the most logical shift distribution for a sand
channel. Arbitrary data points can be based
on the hydrographer’s judgment, the gage
observer’s notes, or the gageheight record
appearance.
8. Enter the data for the measurementdefined
shifts and arbitrary data points (omit measurements that were disregarded, ice affected, outside the V-diagram range, or too
close to the Vdiagram limits) as instructed
the WATSTGRE User’s Guide.
Shortcuts in the above procedure are practical
for experienced hydrographers, and other approaches, more or less detailed, may be superior
for use at some stations. The procedure is de
signed for primary computations but can also
be applied to most updates.

Manual procedure

The distribution of shifts graduated with time
and stage can be made for manually computed
records in much the same way as they are with
ADP. A V diagram for manual use can be either
rxndinear or composed of straight lines and
may be either a graph or a table. The widening
or narrowing of the manual version of a V
diagram is done by applying a coefficient to the
Vdiagram
shifts. The magnitude of the coefficient at the time of a discharge measurement is
the measurement-indicated shift divided by the
Vdiagram
shift. The coefficients for each day are
obtained from a graph somewhat similar to the
time-shift V diagram in figure 21 and are applied
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to the shift adjustments obtained from the
basic stageshift V diagram. The resulting shift
adjustments are entered on form 9-192a (fig.
21) or on the recorder chart (fig. 15) and used to
compute the daily discharges.
Figure 27 illustrates the use of coefficients to
generate intermediate V diagrams to fit the individual discharge measurements.

Records from digital recorders
Digital recorder tape segments are processed
individually by a “primary computation.” This
process converts the punched values into a
listing similar to figure 28, usually cakd the
primary computation sheet, or “PPO.” The discharge figures are tentative, and the gage
height figures are usually final. The printed
figures are scanned manually for evidence of
equipment malfunction, edited and corrected
where necessary, and used in an “update” computation to produce either a corrected record of
daily discharges or, at the end of the year, the
final recoti (fig. 29) that is used as a page of the
published record.
Primary computation

The punched-tape segment, rating descriptors
or table, and information regarding datum corrections and shift adjustments are entered into
the ADP system by using the formats prescribed in the WATSTORE User’s Guide. The
program applies each recorded instantaneous
gage height, modified by any datum and shift
adjustments, to the rating and obtains the instantaneous discharge. The average of all the instantaneous gage heights (corrected for datum
error) and discharges for each day are printed
(fig. 28). This procedure subdivides every day
into segments onepunch interval long regardless of the range in stage. The daily mean gage
heights are adjusted for the effect of subdivision, and the adjusted values are printed as
“equivalent gage heights.” Daily discharges
can usually be revised later, without reprocessing the recorder tapes, by applying a different
rating or revised-shift adjustments to the equivalent gage heights. A daily discharge computed
from an equivalent gage height and revised
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rating is practically the same as one that would
be computed by rerunning the primary computation with that rating if the revised and original rat&g curves (or shift curves, if used) have
roughly similar shapes. The few exceptions include all days with periods of zero flow indicated by either the primary or update effective
ratings and a few days where the primary or update effective ratings are practically the same at
the equivalent gage height but not at other gage
heightis recorded during that day. Discharges
for these d.ays may be computed manually or by
renmning the recorder tapes.
A primary computation is a rapid and simple
operation if the equipment functions properly,
the datum correction is well defined, and the
discharge rating remains stable throughout the
period.. Equipment problems such as faulty
punctig, or float tape or cable jumping its
splines, make the task much more difficult.
‘These problems can be minimized by careful
field maintenance and the use of surge chains or
other Idevices to maintain tension in the float
tape while the recorder is locked for punching.
,The d.atum correction needs careful consideration before each primary computation because
the only way that a subsequent change can be
reflected in the printed list of gage heights is to
rerun ,the primary computation.
A primary computation is normally made as
soon as possible after the removal of the
recorder tape to provide a readable gageheight
record for the identification of any recorder
malfunctions. The computed discharges-final,
approximate, or grossly in error-will normally
be stored in the WATSTORE Daily Values File
until the update process. Several protection options described in the WATSTORE User’s
Guide are available to prevent a user from
retrieving erroneous data from the daily records
file.
Many primary computations can be run in
such a way that the discharge figures will he
useful or even final. For those few gaging stations where the discharge rating is stable and
shift adjustments are not needed, the primary
computation
will usually generate final
discharge records without any special effort. If
the high and medium parts of the discharge
rating are stable and the low-water part shifts
only during substantial rises, use the latest

